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Proper names and etymology: 
the special position offirst names 

Doreen Gerritzen (Amsterdam) - Emma van Nifterick (Amsterdam) -
Gerrit Bloothooft (Utrecht) 

ABSTRACT. First names relate to their etymological background quite differently 
from other kinds of proper names. This difference results from the fact that a first 
name is (in most cases) chosen from an existent stock of names. First names therefore 
have a different relation to the named object and, as a result, to their original mean-
ing, as this layer of meaning does not relate to the named individual at all. 

Nevertheless there are first names that seem to violate this rule. Children may be 
called Amber, Duke, Grace, Iris, River and Scarlett, and even Comfort, Freedom, Love-
wonder, Marvelous, Tiger, Unique and Wisdom (all of these names have been officially 
registered ip the Netherlands). However, when a common noun functions as a first 
name (after onymization) the original meaning is· reduced to association. 

This article describes the special position of first names within the field of proper 
names in general. After this theoretical introduction, it presents a classification of 
first names with a transparent meaning. The following categories are distinguished: 
"virtues and delights", nature names (flora; animals; precious stones, metals and 
colours; celestial bodies, etc.), days and dates (times of the day, days of the week, 
months and seasons, special days), numbers ·and letters, and titles and ranks. 

It is generally accepted that names are a special category of words. A crucial 
aspect of their particular nature is the fact that names do not have a meaning 
in the usual sense of the word. Meaning is a complex aspect of language, es-
pecially regarding names. One could say that a name has no meaning, at least 
not in a lexical sense. Proper names refer to individuals without giving infor-
mation about the properties of these named objects. However, to some extent 
names do give information about their denotatum. Many street names can be 
recognized as street names, and the same is true for at least some place names 
because of morphological characteristics. Some family names give morpho-
logical dues as well. Many first names reveal the gender of the name bearer, 
though we should bear in mind that whenever a first name is used, it is not 
always dear that the denotatum is human. With a first name you can also re-
fer to an animal and even to a cafe or a boat. So the lexical meaning of a first 
name, and names in general, is very limited. 

Lewis Carroll uses this property of names in Through the Looking-Glass (1872): 
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"Don't stand chattering to yourself like that," Humpty Dumpty said, Jooking at 
her for the first time, "but tell me your name and your business." 

"My name is Alice, but-" 
"It's a stupid name enough!" Humpty Dumpty interrupted impatiently. "What 

does it mean?" 
"Must a name mean something?" Alice asked doubtfully. 
"Of course it must," Humpty said with a short laugh: my name means the shape I 

am - and a good handsome shape it is, too. With a name like yours, you might be 
any shape, almost" (CARROLL 1872/1991: 180). 

The relation name - name bearer 

The function of proper names is to refer to persons, places, rivers, etc. This 
process does not involve lexical meaning. Meaning in a strict sense, which you 
will find by tracing a name back to the common noun that was its source (also 
known as the etymological meaning of a name), does not function anymore. 
Proper names, or to be more precise: the name bearing objects, therefore have 
a very elusive relation to their original meaning. It is remarkable that this in-
definite relation does not only hold for names of which the etymological 
meaning is no longer evident, but also for names that are still transparent 
(DEBUS 1966: 16). If a person is introduced as Mr. Baker, nobody thinks of a 
baker (DEBUS 1966: 8-9; VAN LANGENDONCK 1979: 182-83; DALBERG 
1985), and if a girl is called Iris or Daisy we do not think of flowers. 

One of the reasons why first names have a special position within the field 
of proper names is the fact that first names have a different relation with the 
named object than other kinds of names. This follows from the possibility of 
(repeated) transference: a first name can be given over and over again. As with 
other kinds of names the origin of a first name can be found in a given lan-
guage as used at the moment a name was given for the first time. This act of 
onymization, however, has no relation with the bestowal of the name in later 
times. This means that the etymological meaning of a first name cannot be 
connected to a later name bearer. For family names this is different: although 
they are transferred as well, there is still a relation between the present name 
bearer and the common noun the family name is based on. If your name is 
Baker, you will probably not be a baker yourself, but one of your ancestors al-
most certainly was. 
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Names with a transparant meaning 

In general the .etymological meaning of a first name is hidden because of the 
historical development of the name. However, there are first names that are 
still transparent, mostly because of their relatively recent coinage. Examples 
from English are Hope, Faith, Grace and Joy. In Dutch we also find a few of 
these names, like Merel ('blackbird') and Roos ('rose'), although we could sup-
pose English influence here, because of Merle and Rose. In the case of Iris 
('iris') and Amber ('amber') we can be quite sure that the English names Iris 
and Amber played a role - despite the Dutch pronunciation. Besides this 
name type we.find first names with a transparent meaning from Germanic, 
like Koen ('bold'), Ernst ('seriousness'), Zwaantje ('little swan') and Zoetje 
('sweet'). These names are transparent because the original words have not 
changed their form. An interesting name in this respect is Storm ('storm'), 
which has come into more frequent use in recent years. Most parents proba-
bly choose that name because of its meaning, not realizing it is the name of a 
saint (Sturm(i/ius, founder of the monastery in Fulda). Nevertheless, if we 
trace this saint's name back to its origin we do end up with the Germanic 
word storm (with the old meaning 'turbulent movement, storm, fierce attack'; 
VAN DER SCHAAR 2004: 368). 

The original meaning of a name does not necessarily have anything to do 
with the associations a name evokes in present language use. There are quite a 
few first names with a non proprial homonym - for example S/sandy: as a 
first name it has nothing to do with sand, it is short for Alexander. In many 
languages, also in Dutch, we can see the difference because names are written 
with a capital whereas common nouns are not (German is an exception here). 

Among earlier Dutch generations, born in a period when children were 
named after relatives (before the 1960's), names with a transparent meaning 
are very rare and they can be explained by the fact that the original German-. 
ic words have not changed their form. They are very different from the ones 
that are given today. The examples presented below have been taken from 
BLOOTHOOFT - VAN NIFTERlCK - GERRITZEN 2004 which describes various 
aspects of a large collection of names in a database of first names given in the 
Netherlands in the period 1983 till 2003. Most of the contemporary names 
with a transparent meaning are derived from English, although the Ro-
mance languages are also represented. Of course it might be possible to find 
cases from many more languages, for example from African or Asian lan-
guages, but they cannot be traced by a person who is not familiar with these· 
languages. 
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Tht' Hn.t <;lItegory that may be distinguished could be characterized as 'virtues 
Itlld delights'. Parents seem to refer to the positive qualities that they wish for 
their child, or they express their great joy at having the baby. 

Virtues and delights (translation for the Dutch names). 

Girls Boys 
Abondance Love Adore Praises 
Adoree (Lovejoy) Amor Reve 
Allegra (Lovewonder) Bikkel Sage 
Amity Lyric ('knucklebone') Shy-Shy 
Amour Magic Bingo Sincere 
Beauty Merveilles Blessing Slim ('smart') 
Caprice Mignon Comfort Smart 
Celebrity Mystique Dynamite Stout (,naughty; 
Challenge Nifty Espoir bold') 
Chance Passie (,passion') Facile Sweet 
Charisma Patience Fortune Top 
Chastity Perseverence Freedom True 
Cherish Praises Gentle Trust 
Cherie « 'cherie') Precious Jong (,young') Unique 
Clarity Promise Justice Vriend ('friend') 
Confidence Reve Legendary Wisdom 
Definitly Romance Liberty Wow 

« 'definitely') Serenity Lovely 
Destiny Snoes('sweety, Lucky 
Endurance darling') Magic 
Faith Solace Mak ('tame(d), 
Fate Sparkle gentle') 
Fortuna Specially Marvelous 
Gaiety « 'especially') Mighty 
Happy Synergy Mooi ('beautiful') 
Harmony Symphony Mystery 
Honey Tricky Okay 
Infinity Unity Passion 
Justice Vanity Pax 
Liberty Wonder Peace (Powerson) 

Perhaps some of the names in the overview are not as new as we suppose, but 
it is rather difficult to check this for so many names. And of course there are 
traditional names that refer to virtues and delights, like Charity, Constance, 
Happy> Merry, Prudence, and Verity. 
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Nature names 

Flora 
Also some flower names belong to the standard name stock, especially in 

English, with names like Iris, Daisy and Lily. Flower names, or more general-
ly plant names, are rather popular for girls; they are hardly used for boys. 

Girls (Note: (?) means that we doubt if the plant was the inspiration): Acacia, 
Amarant, Amaryllis, Anemoon, Anise (?), Aster, Azalea, Bloem (,flower', also a 
Germanic name stem), BloesemlBlossom, Bluebell, Briar, Ceder, Cinnamon 
(maybe this refers to skin colour), Cypress, Dahlia, Daisy> Edelweiss, Fern (?), 
Fleur, Flora, Fresia, Gardenia, Genista,Ginger (?), Hazel, Heather, Holly, 
Hyacinth (?; there is a saint with this name), Iris, Iry jasmijnlYasmine, Lavendel 
Lelie/Lilly, Lotus, Lupine, Madelief« madeliejje 'daisy'), Magnolia, Maple, 
Marigold, Margriet (,marguerite, moondaisy'), Mimosa, Mos('moss'), Myrthe, 
Narcis, Olijjje « olijf 'olive'; also the (Dutch) name of Pop eye's love), Orchid, 
Palma, Peach Phlox, Poppy> Primrose, 1!:oosIRose, Roosmarijn (?; 'rosemary'), Saf 
.fon, Sequoia, Sering, Sorrel Tiger-Lily, Tuin (,garden'), Tulip, Viola, and Zinnia. 

An interesting flower name is Madelief« madeliej}e 'daisy'). From the fre-
quency curve of this name (see the figure) we know that the popularity of this 
name was influenced by a Dutch television series for young people about a 
girl named MadeliefCMadelief', after the books of Guus Kuijer). This series 
was broadcast in 1994 and - as can be seen in the figure - the frequency 
slowly increases until 1998. After that year the rise is much quicker, probably 
because the name started to spread by what you could call "advertisement by 
word of mouth". Parents got inspired by the name because they heard it in 
their own environment. 

[J Madelief 
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Boys get names like Bamboo, Bloemhart ('flower heart', but also two Germanic 
Ilame stems), Boom ('tree'), Cherry, Daisy, Fern (?), Fleur, Gentian, Hazel Heather, 
1M&, Iris, Ivy, Jasmin, Lilli, Lotus, Narcis, Oleander, Palm, Populier ('poplar'), Roos-
milrfin (?; 'rosema.ry'), Sequoyah, and Yasmin. None of these names are frequent. 

Animals 
Among the Germanic names we find several references to animals. Also 

some modern names are derived from animal designations, especially birds 
and animals of prey. Some names are used for both girls and boys, for exam-
ple Merel ('blackbird') and Panter. We could also consider Phoenix (girls and 
boys), Mermaid for girls and Dodo and Dino for boys as animal names. 

Girls get 'sweet' names like Alouette, Birdy « bird), Fawn, Lark, Muis 
('mouse'), Ooi ('ewe, female sheep'), and Vlinder (,butterfly). The exception 
to this rule are the parents who called their daughter Boa. Boys mainly get 
tough animal names: Albatros, Buizerd ('buzzard'), Condor, Eagle, Finch, Fox, 
Heron, Kestrel Leeuw/Lion, Leeuwerik ('lark'), Spin ('spider'), Stork, and Tiger. 
There are, however, a few exceptions: Bunny, Papillon, and Ree ('roe'). 

Precious stones, metals and colours 
In the category "precious stones, metals and colours" we may also detect a 

difference between girls and boys: names for girls are more often inspired by 
precious stones whereas for boys the strength of metal is more prominent. 
However, many names in this category can be found among both groups: 
Amber, Azur, Beryl Blue, Cyan/Cian (greenish blue), Diamond, Ebony, Emerald, 
Gem, Goldy « gold), Indigo, Ivory, Jade, Jewel, Karmijn ('carmine'), Onyx, 
Pearl/Parel Ruby, Rusty, Saffier ('sapphire'), Silver/Zilver, and Yellow. 

Only found among girls (note: (?) means that we doubt if the common 
noun was the inspiration): Bijou, Blanca (?; the name of a Spanish saint), 
Cerise, Coral, Crystal, Esmeralda, Gemma (?; the name of an Italian saint), 
Koh-i-noor (name of a famous diamond), Lila ('lilac'), L'or, Magenta (a red 
colour), Opal Pink (also a flower), Saffraan (saffron), Scarlett (?; inspired by 
Gone with the wind, book and film), Topaz and Violet (also a flower). 

Only found among boys: Blanco (male form of Blanca?; in Dutch blanco 
means 'blank'), Briijant (,brilliant'), Browny « 'brown' or 'brownie: good 
fairy'?), Bruin ('brown', also a Germanic name stem: Bruno), Crimson 
(,carmine'), Gray, Iron, Koral Platiny « 'platinum'?), and Stone. 

Celestial bodies 
Among the girls we find Zon ('sun'), and the derived names Zonne and 

Zonna, futhermore Sun, Soleil, Sunny, Sunshine, Sunlight and Sunny-Day. 
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Among the boys the names Sunny, Sunny-Ray, and Sunchase occur. Parents al-
so refer to the stars (Ster'star' and the derived name Sterre; Starlight) and the 
moon (Maan, Moon - this might be a short form of Monique or Ramona-, 
Luna, Lune). We also find Moondance, SunmoiJn, Soleil-Moon and Sterre-
Luna. Earth and Sky can be mentioned here as well. 

Other nature names 
For girls and boys: Dune, Ocean, Rio/River, Sky and Zee ('sea'). Hemel 

('heaven, sky'), Isla and Sea are only found among girls; Seabright and Sand 
only among boys. Names that refer to the weather are: Rain, Rainy, Mistral 
Misty, Storm, Thunderand Wolkje ('little cloud'). 

Days and dates 
Specific days or dates sometimes inspire parents. 
Times of the day - girls: Dawn, Aurora and Twilight; boys: Afternoon. 
Days of the week: Zondag (,Sunday'), Monday, Tuesday, Mardi, Friday/ 

Vrijdag; Journee « journee) and Day « Daisy?). 

In Ghana children are traditionally named after the day on which they were 
born (to which a second name is added). Since many Ghanese were taken to 
Surinam as slaves (and Surinam was a Dutch colony) these names can be 
found in the Netherlands as well. The form and spelling differ from tribe to 
tribe, but below you find the most frequent forms as given in the Nether-
lands (Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken; Name Site; VAN SCHAlK - BIJL 
2002: 31; Troon). 

Ghanese names 
Day Girls Boys 
Monday Adwoa Kojo 
Tuesday Abena Kwabena 
Wednesday Akua Kwaku 
Thursday Abba, Yaba Yao, Yaw 
Friday Afua Kofi 
Saturday Ami,Ama Kwame 
Sunday Akosua Kwasi 

Months and seasons: the time of the year in which a child is born may also 
determine the choice of a first name. However, it is striking that names refer-
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SINTESI. 
DOREEN GERRITZEN, Nomi propri ed etimologia:la particolare posizione dei prenomi 
I prenomi si rapportano al retroterra etimologico in modo del tutto differente dal-

Ie altre tipologie di nomi proprio Tale differenza risulta dal fatto che un prenome e 
scelto (nella maggior parte dei casi) all'interno di un preesistente repertorio. I preno-
mi, pertanto, presentano una diversa relazione con I' ente denominato e, come risulta-
to, con illoro significato originale, in modo che illoro significato non e in nessurl 
modo correlato all'individuo denominato. 

Tuttavia esistono prenomi che sembrano violare questa regola. I bambini possorto 
essere chiamati Amber, Duke, Grace, Iris, River 0 Scarlett, ed anche Comfort, Freedom, 
Lovewonder, Marvelous, Tiger, Unique 0 Wisdom (tutti questi nomi sono ufficialmente 
registrati in Olanda). Peraltro, quando un nome comune funziona come prenome, do-
po un processo di onimizzazione, il significato originale si riducealI' associazione. 

Larticolo descrive Ia posizione particolare del prenome nell'ambito dei nomi pro-
pri in generale. Dopo un'introduzione teorica, si presenta una classificazione dei pre-
nomi con significato trasparente; vengono elencate Ie seguente categorie: "virtu e de-
Iizie", nomi della natura (flora; animali; pietre preziose; metalli e colori; corpi celesti, 
ecc.), giorni e date (periodi della giornata, giorni della settimana, mesi e stagioni, 
giorni speciali), numeri e Iettere, titoli e posizioni sociali. . 
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